Can Plants Sense Gravity?  
Discovering Gravitropism

OVERVIEW: Students will conduct an experiment with pumpkin seeds to determine if the direction of root growth remains constant regardless of the position in which the seed is planted.

GRADES: 2-5

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:  
Gravity is a strong force that exerts its influence on all things on Earth. Plants contain certain growth-controlling substances that are sensitive to gravity. Plants respond to the pull of gravity by orienting stem growth up and root growth down. This is called gravitropism.

MATERIALS:  
Scientific Investigation worksheet  
Journal  
8 pumpkin seeds per team  
One clear CD case per team  
Pieces of paper towels  
Plastic quart-size, zipper-seal bag for each CD

PROCEDURE:  
Engage student interest by showing them several different seeds and asking if anyone can tell which is the top of the seed and which is the bottom of the seed. When a farmer or gardener plants a seed, how does he or she know which way to plant it? Accept ideas.

Explain to students that they will be planting pumpkin seeds in a variety of directions to determine whether or not the stems always grow upwards and the roots always grow downwards. Students should record their problem and hypothesis on their Scientific Investigation worksheet.

In teams, students set up an experiment to determine if seeds know “up from down.” Place a square paper towel on a diagonal in the CD case as shown in the illustration with the corners hanging over the edges. (The corner on the left can be slipped between the front and back of the case.)

Place a circle of paper towel in the center of the CD case. Students then place eight pumpkin seeds in the case so that two seeds point upward, two point downward, two point to the right, and two point to the left. Mark one side of the case TOP.
Place the case in the plastic zipper-seal bag. Pour in about one-half inch of water. *Be sure the TOP of the case is toward the top of the bag.* Seal the bag.

Arrows represent individual pumpkin seeds. Seeds have a pointed end and a round end. Plant either end following the directions of the arrows. Students will watch the development of each seed.

Insert the entire packet into a zipper seal baggie with enough water to wet the entire paper towel. Pour off extra water.

Ask students to observe and record their seeds’ germination and root growth and direction. (In all cases the stem will grow up and the root will grow down.) Teams can compare their results.

*Optional:* When both roots and stems are one-half to three-quarters inch long, students can turn their CD cases one-quarter turn to the right. Wait three to four days and have students turn their seed display again. Record observations and drawings on the journal pages. What will happen if the case is turned again?

**EVALUATION:**
Students complete the materials and procedures sections of their Scientific Investigation worksheet.

Students complete their journals during investigation, recording their seed manipulations and resulting observations.

Students explain what caused the roots and shoots to change direction during the experiment.

**EXTENSIONS:**
The experiment can be conducted with another type of seed to see if the same results occur.

**New Jersey Learning Standards**

*Lesson courtesy of Maryland Agriculture in the Classroom*
Can Plants Sense Gravity?
Scientific Investigation Worksheet

Problem (What question do you want to answer?)

Hypothesis (What do you think will happen and why?)

Materials (What do you need to do your experiment?)

Procedures (What steps must you follow to do the experiment?)

Observations (What do you see happen during the experiment?)

Conclusion (What did you learn/discover from the experiment?)